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Location

At what point did Witness
see incident

Witness 1

centre of the road Bloor St,
east of Avenue Rd

Witness 2

between 200 and 250 feet
away from this

Witness 3

middle of the road

Witness 4

North side of Bloor, walking
on the sidewalk with father
westbound

Witness 5

Working in centre of road of
Bloor St, east of Avenue Rd

Witness 6

Walking on the north side of
Bloor near the Pottery Barn
with daughter

Heard crash and a verbal
exchange between a cyclist
and a driver of a black car

Witness 7

Walking with friends on the
south side of Bloor
construction east of Avenue
Rd

DS hanging onto a car with
MB driving wrong way

Witness 8

Walking east on the south
sidewalk of Bloor

DS hanging onto a car with
MB driving wrong way.
What drew my attention to
this is "What the fuck is this
guy doing."

Witness 9

Passenger vehicle eastbound
on Bloor, east of Avenue Rd
stopped at red light

Looked over and observed
DS on the ground in front of
MB's car

Witness 10

Heard a noise looked over
Standing in the back of a cube and saw MB's carspeed past
truck
(about 2-2.5m) from his
location

Witness 11

On Bloor eastbound. Stopped
for red light on other side of
Avenue Rd. About 10 feet
away

First hit (bike knocked
down)

saw cyclist pickup his bike

heard yelling with a car
stopped and observed a
cyclist on the ground

2nd hit (DS knocked on to
car)

What did DS say/do

What did MB say/do

Did DS climb in or hold on

MB attempt to knock DS off
car

“All of them (the constuction workers)
said they could hear Bryant
screaming.”

Saw MB drive up on sidewalk
driving fast at least 60- half on & half off road with DS
70 with the guy hanging hanging off side of car hitting
on.
trees, post and mailbox
attempting to knock DS off car

“All of them (the constuction workers)
said they could hear Bryant
screaming.”

70-80 Km/h

DS Legs and hands

MB & DS general behaviour

Who controlled car?

I think the guy put a bag or a
yelled "you are all a witness
bike on the hood of the car and
to this."
the car drove away fast

cyclist got up and the car
saw the DS hit the hood with his
backed up and ran right into
hands (motioned both hands)
the cyclist again knocking him
and knocked to the ground
on to hood of car

DS thew something on top of
the car possibly his bike

Saw car back up and hit
cyclist again, the cyclist went
onto the hood

Didn't hear any shouting
between the MB and DS

Looked over and observed DS on
the ground in front of MB's car. DS pointed at the MB's car
Surpised to see him get up. DS and yelled "you are my
threw backpack on the front of witness".
the car.

hitting trees/pole mailbox

car sped away really
fast

really fast, 70-90 Km/h

MB went up on the curb
started to hit things. MB's car
hit the tree. Tried to squeeze
DS off

DS had his hands on the car & was
being dragged by the car

accelerated rapidly
approx 50mph

skirted the sidewalk with the
male holding onto the car

DS on side of car holding on to driver's
door area, being dragged by car.
Appeared to be hanging on so he
wouldn't fall

moving fast

MB's car was close to the curb,
DS fell off hit some poles & I
heard the guy hit a couple of
things

“All of them (the constuction workers)
said they could hear Bryant
screaming.”

Observed someone get up
with a bike under the front
of the car. I had my window
down

MB's Speed

I thought MB was drunk as we were
MB was in full control
there for 3 days with no problems

I didn't think the car was
out of control

DS hanging onto a car, thought he was
skating beside the car. DS holding onto
Didn't hear any shouting between the where window was on car with both
vehicle sped up to
MB and DS
hands on door frame. DS was holding
about 80 Km/h
on for dear life he could not let go at
that speed

MB drove into oncoming traffic
along the curb & in closer to
the curb. DS on the side hit the
fire hydrant, tree and mailbox
with his body.

Legs are now not touching
the ground . DS' hands did
not grab onto the steering
wheel of MB's car, hands
were on top of where the
windows go up and down

The body was holding onto the side of
Don't recall any words between driver
the car and the feet were dragging on
and cyclist
the floor

Car reversed and then
floored it.

Car accelerated rapidly into
our lane, car was swerving left
& right, braking, stopping and
starting. The car went close to
the curb & DS fell

The body was holding onto
the side of the car and the
feet were dragging on the
floor. DS slid down the side of
car & held onto the left
(driver's) side mirror

“All of them (the constuction workers)
Observed a guy hanging onto side of
said they could hear Bryant
vehicle or driver hanging onto him
screaming.”

Car travelling at a high
rate of speed close to
curb

MB attempted to dislodge the
victim by trying to run close to
the curb, hydrant or tree

DS slammed his bag onto the
hood of the car and went onto
the front of the car

DS got up, looked over
towards us and yelled "You
guys are my witness"

Witness 12

First it was little nudge, MB
Cyclist pulled in front of the let foot off the gas enough
Walking on north side of
car with a smile on his face to hit the tire and DS fell
Bloor. In front of Pottery Barn
(to annoy)
off towards the curb and
got up

The nudge tire was like "l'm
going to show you, you ass."
Driver made a decision- had an
opportunity to.... Car made no
unusual sounds

MB accelerated at high speed
into DS knocking him onto
front of car. Thought back No words exchanged between MB &
the driver should have gone DS. Both stone faced
away. Once MB hit DS, I
called 911

Witness 13

DS stated "You want me to
Saw a cyclist in front of a car move now." DS was
Walking on north side of
standing. DS wasn’t,
definitely tormenting MB.
Bloor. In front of Pottery Barn
aggressive.
Car bumped DS, I yelled
"stop it"

Bike was under the car, the
cyclist got up. DS threw his
knapsack onto the car. Car
made no unusuals sounds. MB
tried to run him over, I told my
husband to call 911 and now get
the plate. I screamed it hoping
he would cool it.

DS wasn’t, aggressive. That
was the strange thing about
the whole thing. He wasn’t
screaming. There was no
swearing.

Didn't hear anything else from driver
or biker

And I thought maybe even if I
screamed, that the man in the car
would hear me say that. You know
‘cause if I take his number plate he
knows I’m watching what he is doing
and he’s going to be caught

The car went up to the
I can't believe the guy didn't stop to
curb in the wrong
let him off. No one could say it was
direction, and moved
an accident
purposely in and out

MB deliberately went onto the
wrong side of the road trying to get
MB off side of the car.

MB was swerving and braking
DS' feet were dragging on the
back and forth trying to get DS
ground with sparks coming
DS was hanging on for dear life
off. MB swerved 3 times
from his shoes.
towards the sidewalk

As car sped up DS hung onto the drivers
rear view mirror with his left hand and
the top of the car with his other hand

DS had one hand in car inside the
drivers' door or headrest or something.
His right hand was, holding onto
drivers' door & other one was hanging
onto windshield

MB maximized its gas,
and took DS with him.
Car was going incredibly
fast

Car dragged him, he was not
letting go, sparks coming
from his feet

DS was holding on for dear life, he
couldn't let go

Car was going fast, 90
Km/h he sped off at top
speed

DS was holding on for dear life, he
He sped off at top speed with couldn't let go. Not like the guy was
DS' feet dragging on the
going to attack the driver, it was like
ground
the cyclist didn't want the driver to
leave

lf DS had let go there would have
been serious damage, it was going
very fast

Believed the driver to be
definitely in control of
the car

